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TILE LEVELLING 
SYSTEM 
an easy and quick way  
for perfect tile laying 

MN-76-410 
MN-76-412 
MN-76-414
MN-76-420 

MN-76-422 
MN-76-424 
MN-76-426
MN-76-430

  RELATED PRODUCTS 
  MODECO EXPERT

  COMMERCIAL INFORMATION

MANUFACTURER
Rawlplug S.A.
ul. Kwidzynska 6
51-416 Wrocław

www.modeco-expert.com
www.rawlplug.com

tel.: +48 (71) 32 60 100
fax: +48 (71) 37 26 111
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TSFLOATS & TROWELS
MN-73-406 do 410 / 
MN-73-107 / MN-73-160 
do 162 / MN-73-165 / 
MN-74-188

DIAMOND 
HOLE SAWS
MN-76-206 do 235 /  
MN-76-306 do 312

TILE CUTTERS
MN-75-070 do 290

STIRRING PADDLES
MN-79-061 do 079

TAPE RULES
MN-81-023 do 208

LEVELS
MN-70-504 do 520 / MN-
70-536 do 550 /  
MN-70-556 do 562

CROSS-SHAPED 
SPACERS FOR TILES  
& WEDGES
MN-76-000 do 016

RUBBER HAMMERS
MN-31-121 do 232

DIAMOND DISCS 
MN-78-212-220

PENCILS & MARKERS
MN-88-022 do 026 /  
MN-88-080 do 083

CLIPS AND WEDGES PLIERS

Product code MN-76-410 MN-76-412 MN-76-414 MN-76-420 MN-76-422 MN-76-424 MN-76-426 MN-76-430

Number of clips. 
[pcs/packaging] 200 300 - 50 100 - 30 -

Number of wedges 
[pcs/packaging] 80 - 200 50 - 100 30 -

Number of pliers 
[pcs/packaging] - - - - - - - 1

Quantity in inner 
box [pcs.] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Quantity in outer 
box [pcs.] 4 4 4 10 10 8 10 30



1 Lay the first tile and level it using a spirit 
level. Slide clips under its edges at a 
distance of 4–8 cm from the corner.

2 Lay further tiles on the clips, adding 
further clips under the outer edges. 
A gap thicker than 1 mm can be 

obtained by using cross-shaped spacers of 
the appropriate thickness.

3 Now perform preliminary levelling 
of the tiles, tapping on them with a 
rubber mallet and checking with a 

spirit level. Next, insert the wedges into the 
clips already placed by sliding them into the 
hole of the protruding clip.

4 The next step involves tightening the 
elements with your fingers or pliers 
and pressing the tiles to the foot of 

the clip, at the same time levelling them.

5 After the glue dries, break off the clips 
by hitting them with a rubber mallet 
along the gap. Only the flat foot of 

the clip is left under the tile, which does not 
interfere with the grouting, while the part 
of the clip with the wedge breaks off. The 
wedges should be gathered as they can be 
reused, while the remains of the clips should 
be discarded.

min  
3 mm

max  
14 mm

WIDE RANGE OF 
APPLICATIONS for 3–14 mm 
thick tiles makes it possible to 
level most tiles in use. 

APPROPRIATELY SELECTED 
CLIP PARAMETERS make it 
possible to obtain a very narrow 
1 mm grout joint, while the 2 mm 
thick flat foot allows it to be used 
even with a very thin glue layer. 

HIGHER PRECISION of work 
regardless of the tile size and 
type. 

PERFECT LEVELLING of the tiles 
with regard to one another, com-
pensating for uneven substrates and 
differences in tile thickness. After the 
first tile has been levelled, the system 
makes it possible to keep the next 
tiles level too.

WEDGES MADE OF HARD, RIGID 
PLASTIC do not scratch the tiles 
and can be reused many times. 

CLIPS MADE OF DURABLE, 
FLEXIBLE PLASTIC adhere 
perfectly to the tile. 

SPECIAL CLIP DESIGN with a 
narrowed section at the foot makes 
sure that it will break off in a way 
that does not hinder grouting (the 
foot of the clip stays under the tile). 

PRECISION PLIERS make it 
possible to press the system 
elements against the tiles with 
sufficient force.

1 mm

2 mm
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  INSTALLATION STEPS 

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS
strengths, utility properties and functional advantages

see how simple and easy to use our system is


